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Abstract

Based on the behavioral choice conditions of enterprises and governments in the transferring
and taking over places of industries to achieve industry chain cluster reconfiguration in two
economic environments of freedom and intervention, this paper contrasts and analyzes the
dynamic mechanisms to complete industry chain cluster reconfiguration. The study finds
that: the conditions for the enterprises in the transferring place and the enterprises in the
receiving place to choose to participate in the industry chain cluster reconstruction strategy
depend on the chance of the other party choosing to participate in the strategy; the
governments in the transferring place and the governments in the receiving place may fall into
the "prisoner's dilemma" when they make a limited number of industry chain reconstruction
transactions; the governments in the transferring place and the governments in the receiving
place should be rewarded and punished in a certain way to make both parties choose to
participate in the industry chain cluster reconstruction strategy. The incentive measures to
make both parties choose the cooperation strategy consistently will lead to the cluster
reconstruction of the industrial chain and maximize the interests of both parties.

Structure

1. Game Analysis of Industry Chain Cluster Reconfiguration Mechanism
1.1 from the perspective of enterprises
1.2 from government perspective
1.2.1 Game analysis of industry chain reconfiguration mechanism of free choice
(1) one game between local governments
(2) infinite number of repeated games
1.2.2 Game analysis of industrial chain reconstruction under intervention mechanism
2. conclusion and Countermeasures

Method and Assumption

In this paper, when conducting the game analysis of industry chain cluster reconfiguration, it is
assumed that there are two regions in China, one is the region where industry clusters are formed and
the other is the region where no industry clusters are formed. According to the definition of classical
industrial transfer, the author assumes that the region without industrial clusters is the place of
industrial transfer, and the region with industrial clusters is the place of industrial undertaking. The
actors of the game are the enterprises and government departments of the transferring and receiving
regions, and the enterprises and government departments are assumed to be "economically rational"
as participants. In other words, if the ratio of benefits and costs is greater than the ratio of benefits
and costs before joining the cluster, enterprises will choose to join the cluster, otherwise they will
choose not to join the cluster or leave the cluster. In addition, the industrial clusters in the paper are
based on the network structure of industrial clusters, which shows the interaction between the
enterprises in the transferring place and the enterprises in the taking place and other elements in the
cluster area, and thus highlights more the inter-industry correlation.

Game Analysis in Each Perspective

1. Game analysis of industry chain cluster reconfiguration mechanism from
the perspective of enterprises
Table 1. Gain matrix of inter-enterprise game
Enterprise 2
Cooperation
Non- cooperation

Cooperation

ys − ci， ys − ci

yd − ci ，0

Enterprise 1
Non- cooperation

0，yd − ci

c1 = ys − yd F c2
c2 = ys − yd F c1

0，0
Equation (1)

From Equation (1), it can be concluded that the attitude of enterprises in the transferring
place choosing to cooperate is influenced by the probability of enterprises in the
undertaking place choosing to cooperate, and conversely, the attitude of enterprises in the
undertaking place choosing to cooperate is influenced by the probability of enterprises in
the transferring place choosing to cooperate.

1.2. Game analysis of industry chain cluster reconfiguration mechanism from
government perspective

1.2.1. Game analysis of industry chain reconfiguration mechanism of free choice
(1) Scenario 1: The gain matrix of both sides in one game between local governments is
shown in Table 2.
From Table 2, we can get: if the game between two regional governments is only once, both
sides fall into "Prisoner's Dilemma" eventually and makes the industrial chain
cross-regional reconstruction into a deadlock.

Table 2. Gain matrix of one game between governments
Cooperation

Enterprise 2
Non- cooperation

Cooperation

π1 ，π1

π2 ，π3

Noncooperation

π3 ，π2

π4 ，π4

Enterprise 1

Conclusion

1. the conditions for the enterprises in the transferring place or the undertaking
place to choose to participate in the strategy of industry chain cluster
reconstruction depend on the chance that the other party chooses to participate in
the strategy;
2. the governments of the transferring place and the undertaking place may fall into
the "prisoner's dilemma" when they make the trade of industry chain
reconstruction in a limited number of times;
3. some certain incentives and penalties should be adopted on the governments of
the transferring place and the undertaking place to make both parties choose the
cooperation strategy consistently, which will promote the industry chain cluster
reconstruction and maximize the interests of both parties.

Countermeasures

1. introduce the intervention mechanism for the main body of industrial chain
reconstruction to strengthen the competitiveness and stability of industries.
2. optimize the regional business environment to create good external conditions
for the industrial chain reconstruction.
3. use the opportunity of industrial chain reconstruction to reshape the international
status of China's industrial chain.
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